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In the 21st century, exterior porches, decks, and stairways for residential and some light
commercial buildings appear much as they have for the past 100 years.
Photo 1 shows a recently-constructed building entry.
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Although it looks very much like traditional construction of painted wood, please note
that all of the visible building surfaces in the photo are plastic.






Plastic deck and riser boards on the steps
Plastic skirting boards under the porch
Plastic railings and spindles on the steps
Plastic deck boards on the porch
Plastic siding and trim boards around the windows

The deck boards and railings are usually made of recycled plastic materials and are
reinforced with fiber (often cellulose fiber, sometimes glass fiber). The siding and trim
boards are usually made of unreinforced plastic. The finished surface may be smooth,
like wood that has been sanded and painted. Or, it may have a pattern of raised wood
grain, like wood that has been weathered and then painted.
An advantage of plastic decks, steps, and railings is that the surface color is the color of
the plastic so that wear will not change the color as it does with painted wood.
Photo 2 shows plastic deck boards assembled into the floor of a porch and deck. These
boards are usually tongue-and-groove or splined, like the traditional wood deck boards.
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Photo 3 shows plastic handrail sections before assembly into a complete railing.
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Photo 4 shows several fiber-reinforced column covers and the wood columns that they
will cover.
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The framing for these plastic decks and porches are usually of dimensional lumber and
usually pressure-treated, although sometimes manufactured wood products or fiberreinforced plastic lumber are used.
Photo 5 shows a nearly complete porch stairway. The plastic deck boards, the plastic
railings, the plastic skirting, and plastic trim are visible. Also visible is the wood framing
that supports the plastic deck (one board has been removed on the bottom step) and the
wood post that will receive a plastic column cover. The plastic siding and trim are also
visible in the back of the photo.
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When sounded by firefighters, plastic decks and steps are less resonant than wood
boards. Plastic decks and steps do not act like wood decks and steps under fire
conditions. The properties of floors and other supports should be of interest to the
firefighters who may need to work from them.
For more information, do an Internet search for “plastic deck boards,” “plastic siding,”
and “plastic trim.”
For a comparison of the wood and plastic siding under fire conditions, see my
“Construction Concerns” article “Misleading Marketing” from April 7, 2015.
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CLICK HERE for more 'Construction Concerns' articles!
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